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Abstract

The approach of Multi-Perspective Enterprise
Modelling is now more commonly accepted and
used in practice as a way to manage knowledge
than ever before. However, the concept of apply-
ing multiple modelling languages to describe the
same domain may still sound frightening to many.
In addition to the cost, time and complexity in-
volved, problems such as knowledge sharing be-
tween multiple models and achieving and main-
taining integrity between them are also important.
We argue that Multi-Perspective Enterprise Mod-
elling is helpful and in some situations necessary.
This paper gives examples of how formal meth-
ods, such as logical languages, can provide assis-
tance in making such an approach more appeal-
ing and transparent. We suggest that the MPM ap-
proach is valuable in representing, understanding
and analysing a complex domain, but that much au-
tomated support is needed.12
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1 Introduction
Today’s economy is often called a knowledge economy indi-
cating that stake-holders of the right kind of knowledge may
gain competitive advantages over its rivals. This knowledge
may be roughly divided into two types: internal and external
knowledge. Internal knowledge is the corporate knowledge
within an organisation and external knowledge is about the
economic environment the organisation operates in.

A modern enterprise is often a virtual entity which consists
of many sub-organisations which are distributed across dif-
ferent geographical areas, each possessing different expertise
and specialising in certain functions. This complicates the
task of treating corporate knowledge as a whole and making
effective use of it. Furthermore, the economy in which an
organisation operates is very dynamic which requires an or-
ganisation to react appropriately and promptly — in adapting
their goals and processes. This paper focuses on the capture
of corporate knowledge using Multi-Perspective (Enterprise)
Modelling (MPM) techniques.

Example enterprise modelling languages are IBM’s BSDM
Business Modelling Language[11], Ould’s Business Pro-
cess Modelling language[17], Dobson and Strens’s Organ-
isational Modelling language[13], Fox and Gruninger’s on-
tology based enterprise modelling[8], Eriksson and Penker’s
business modelling based on extensions of UML[7], and
IDEF methodology’s process modelling languages such as
IDEF3[15] and IDEF0[16]. In this paper, we distinguish be-
tween (enterprise) modelling languages and models: a mod-
elling language is the language that has been used to describe
a domain; the description of the domain using that modelling
language is the end product of a modelling exercise, we call
the created product Enterprise Models.

Multi-Perspective Modelling (MPM) techniques make use
of multiple modelling languages to describe a domain which
allow one to present and analyse organisational knowledge
from different points of view, which in turn allows the knowl-
edge to be used for different purposes. The MPM approach is
necessary because organisational knowledge is often so com-
plicated and of heterogeneous types that normally no single
modelling method can capture all of the important aspects
and present them clearly and appropriately. Thus a Multi-
Perspective modelling approach makes use of multiple mod-
elling languages which complement each other and work as a
whole to describe the enterprise knowledge better.



Furthermore, the required uses of the produced Enterprise
Models are often diverse: businesses often need to examine
different but specific aspects of the knowledge for different
purposes as a part of their decision making process. This
knowledge may come from the same body of knowledge, but
just examining the concerned sides of it at a time. This de-
mands a diversified but specialised presentation of the corpo-
rate knowledge which allows analysis to be performed on the
desired aspects of the knowledge for each specific purpose.

The components of domain knowledge of an enterprise
model, however, can be highly inter-dependent if they are not
structured and presented appropriately. It is therefore impor-
tant to have a mechanism which allows the relevant infor-
mation to be gathered and presented in a clear, concise and
structured way which is not overburdened with other irrel-
evant information. Since a multi-perspective modelling ap-
proach uses several different modelling languages, each lan-
guage provides a specialised presentation to the knowledge
domain which also allows insight analysis into the specific
aspects of the domain.

The MPM approach is already used in research and prac-
tice: Common KADS methodology [18] embodies several
modelling languages to help understand and capture domain
knowledge and to help the design of knowledge based sys-
tems; Booch, Rumbaugh and Jacobson [1] fully embrace this
approach and have offered a suite of inter-supportive mod-
elling notations as part of the Unified Modelling Language,
for gathering requirements and development of software sys-
tems; Frank[9] advocates this approach based on which
multiple notations have been used and a multi-perspective
knowledge management system (MEMO) was developed;
Zachman’s[21] Framework for Enterprise Architecture, sug-
gests using a variety of modelling languages to capture and
describe the different aspects of a domain. The importance
and benefits of using multiple and complementary modelling
languages to represent a complex knowledge body is well-
recognised and adapted more frequently than before.

During the Air Operation Enterprise Modelling (AOEM)
project[14], a Multi-Perspective Modelling approach was
taken. The domain of (military) Air Operations is complex.
A main source of knowledge regarding Air Operations was
provided to the initiative in an IDEF0 model3. It consists
of 290 functions, 307 inputs (data types which provide input
information for the functions), 294 outputs (data types or re-
sults which are produced by the functions), and 45 controls
(data types which provide principles, guidance and informa-
tion for executing the functions). In addition, documents writ-
ten in natural language, informal diagrams and tables are pro-
vided — describing different parts of the air operations. This
above information is aided with face-to-face explanation and
email correspondence with domain experts. Several aspects
are considered: the infrastructures used during the operations,
the operations to be carried out, people involved and their ac-
tions and the interactions between them, policies that are fol-
lowed, resources and information needed, and issues such as
timing for cooperation during the operation.

3The Air Operations IDEF model was developed by Larry Ton-
neson, Zel Technologies, LLC, USA.

To illustrate these aspects, three types of models are ini-
tially chosen and built: a Domain-Model provides a taxo-
nomic structure to capture all the high-level and fundamental
concepts that are important to the air operation, a Business
Model to capture the infrastructure involved in the operations
and the detailed concepts that are used in the context of air op-
erations, a Role Activity and Communication Model to iden-
tify the type of actors who are involved in the operations, their
individual operations and the interactions between them.

Although these models were appropriate to the needs of
the project, we commonly faced the problem, as any other
MPM initiatives would, of keeping track of information that is
distributed and shared between different models and to make
sure that this is consistently represented in all models. Fur-
thermore, on the higher level of abstraction, the ”principles of
business operations” that are described, subscribed and im-
plied in all models must also be consistent with each other.
To obtain and maintain such consistency is a highly labour-
intensive task and can be error-prone when no computing aid
is available.

This paper describes a part of our work carried out un-
der the AOEM project. It reports our attempts in providing
a framework that are generic across application domains and
appropriate for the MPM approach. It also provides a part of
the initial work carried out for the IRC AKT project.[5]

Examples of how logical methods can provide automatic
or semi-automatic support to obtain and maintain consistency
in an MPM approach are described in detail in the later sec-
tions. We firstly give an overview of our multi-perspective
modelling approach.

2 Overview of Multi-Perspective Modelling
Framework

To maximise the advantages of the MPM approach proposed
in this paper, a few principles are followed. Firstly, all of
the modelling languages that are chosen to build the enter-
prise models must be suitable to describe the chosen problem
domain and appropriate to achieve the modelling objectives.
Secondly, the chosen modelling languages should be com-
plementary of each other so that all of the concerned knowl-
edge are described among them. Thirdly, these modelling
languages should be “compatible” with each other, i.e. their
modelling principles are sufficiently similar to each other so
that the built model can achieve a consistent and coherent
view of the domain.

It is also important that most of the models are built based
at the same (or at least similar) level of abstraction: if one
(or more) of the modelling language allows multiple levels of
abstraction, e.g. using the modelling languages of IDEF0[16]
or IDEF3[15], appropriate guidelines must be established to
determine which level of abstraction is mapped to the other
non-decomposable modelling languages.

According to Visser, Jones, Bench-Capon and Shave’s[20]
four categories of heterogeneity existing between bodies of
information: the paradigm, language, ontology and content
heterogeneity, the MPM approach described here deals with
a set of models that have language and content heterogene-
ity, since those models are written in different modelling lan-
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guages (language heterogeneity) and may describe different
parts and aspects of the same domain (content heterogene-
ity). Since enterprise models may be used to provide partial
specification documents for developing software systems, the
same paradigm will normally be chosen (if any) and followed
for all models, e.g. the Object-Oriented or Entity-Relational
paradigm. Enterprise models may also be independent of the
software systems that are built based on them, therefore, inde-
pendent of any software paradigm. The MPM approach given
here does not try to resolve the ontology heterogeneity – it as-
sumes that this issue has already been dealt with and that a
common ontology has already been formed – the enterprise
models merely reflect the coherent vision and consensus of
an organisation. Discussions about modelling approach and
concept mapping principles between models in a MPM ini-
tiative are given in more detail in [3].

Figure 1 shows our MPM approach. As mentioned ear-
lier, three models are used: IBM BSDM’s Business Model
(BM)[12]4[11], Domain-Model (DM)[2], and Role Activity
and Communication Diagram (RACD)[14].5 Each of the
three circles represents the domain knowledge that is covered
by each model. The overlapping areas denote the common
knowledge that is covered in different models, although it is
presented in different forms (i.e. using the specialised model
primitives) in each model. The area that is covered by only
one model denotes the specialisation of the particular mod-
elling language that describes the kind of knowledge that are
not (or can not be) captured by any other models. An ex-
ample of such specialised knowledge is the type of “role”
that people play in an air operation as well as its responsi-
bilities, operations and interactions with other roles which is
only covered by RACD. The Domain Model may cover all
of the overlapping areas between BM and RACD. Whether
what is considered to be essential and fundamental to the do-
main and is therefore captured in the DM is a design decision.
Figure 1 presents one case of DM.

BM

RACD

DM

Figure 1: Overview of Multi-Perspective Modelling Ap-
proach

Figure 2 depicts how the Domain-Model (DM) has been
used as a backbone, a light-weight ontology, for the MPM

4BSDM stands for Business System Development Method.
5RACD was developed by the author of the paper specifically to

meet requirements for the AOEM project. It was adapted from the
Role Activity Diagram[17] with its process notations extended with
influences from IDEF3.

RACDBusiness
Model

Model
Domain

Figure 2: MPM using Domain-Model as a Backbone

approach. It provides a taxonomic structure to store the fun-
damental and important knowledge of the domain. Two main
types of knowledge have been captured: the higher-level clas-
sification information about the domain itself and the (lower-
level) model concepts that are often represented using model-
specific primitives in other models. Typically, an instantiation
of a lower-level model concept has a direct correspondence to
objects of the described domain area.

Because the information stored in the DM is common and
sharable between different models, it forms a natural commu-
nication media for knowledge transfer and translation. Model
concepts that are described in one model are mapped to DM
which are then mapped to model concepts that are captured in
another model. Given the mapping of concepts, the appropri-
ate knowledge can be mapped, shared and translated between
models. This approach has been implemented in a rule-based
system, KBST-EM[3], as a part of the AOEM project.

Note that although the Domain-Model is (logically) typed
and similar to that of an object-oriented (OO) class model, it
does not imply that any software system, that is built based on
it, to follow the OO paradigm. The Domain-Model explicitly
represents one relationship, is-a, between classes which will
be used to check the semantics of different models are con-
sistent. If an entity-relational view of the knowledge is de-
sirable, an ER data model may be included as a part of the
enterprise models; model concepts that are captured in the
ER model can communicate with other models through the
domain model. More details of the semantics of a Domain-
Model and how model primitives and concepts are mapped
between multiple models through DM are given in [2]6 and
[3].

3 Obtaining and Maintaining Consistency
and Integrity

Enterprise models are domain-specific because they are of-
ten used to describe a business domain that is within the op-
erational context of an organisation; they are also method-
specific, i.e. they are often described using a chosen mod-
elling language following its standard practice to achieve
a desired goal. Researchers have provided guidelines and
mechanisms in the past to obtain and maintain the integrity
and consistency among data.

The Entity Relational Modelling method often includes
tasks of capturing domain-specific integrity constraints as a
part of its Data Modelling exercises in which the integrity

6Domain-Model is called Meta-Model in the reference.
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constrains are checked against the design of schema before
the actual database is implemented [6]. Thalheim[19] clas-
sifies such constraints in a three-layered hierarchical struc-
ture and describes them in a formal algebra. Domain-specific
integrity constraints are sometimes called “business rules”
which indicate the directives and policies that are followed in
a business operation. To obtain the consistency between busi-
ness rules, Grosof[10] suggests a prioritised conflict-handling
mechanism for business rules based on logical inferencing
techniques. Visser, Jones, Bench-Capon and Shave[20] illus-
trate and classify ontological mismatches and suggest guide-
lines as how these mismatches may be resolved. Various
types of BSDM’s business model method-specific consis-
tency checking and error-correction advice are described in
detail in [12] and [4].

All of the above describe the capturing and handling of in-
tegrity constraints for only one (modelling) method and of
the same “aspect” of the information. This paper focuses on
identifying generic integrity rules that are applicable across
models (each model may be using different modelling lan-
guages) and that each of the models may cover different per-
spectives of the same knowledge body. The rationale is that
although these models cover different prospectives of the do-
main, since they are describing the same domain, they should
together present a consistent view of that domain.

The issues to be considered here are two fold: the similarity
of model concepts that have been captured in different mod-
els and the compatibility of model primitives used in different
models. It is the case that the more similar the model concepts
and the more compatible the modelling primitives of different
models are, the more plausible it is that integrity rules can be
constructed and applied. The concept mapping mechanism
that is described in the previous section tackles the issues of
matching concepts between different models. Based on this
mechanism the integrity-checking can be identified and per-
formed on the mapped concepts.

A set of fundamental consistency rules are proposed.
These consistency rules systematically and exhaustively
search for all inconsistencies between models and present this
information to the modellers. Although the consistency rules
may provide error-correction advice, nevertheless, the final
decision of whether or how these models are changed to be
coherent with each other lies within the modellers’ control.

We use A
��

B to denote that model concept A is (concep-
tually) fully equivalent to model concept B, where A and B
may be captured in different models and represented in dif-
ferent forms, i.e. using the appropriate model primitives in
that modelling language. The fact that concepts A and B are
fully equivalent is evidently shown in two aspects: i.e. they
share the same name and the same definition (e.g. in natural
language).

We use A
�

B to denote that model primitive A is compati-
ble to model primitive B, where A and B are used in different
modelling languages. To judge whether model primitives A
and B are compatible, they must represent the similar func-
tion in their own modelling languages. Two types of inference
operators of different strength of enforcement have been de-
ployed: A � B means that if A is true then B must be true, A� B means that if A is true then B may be true.

The set of consistency rules is given below.

(1) Consistent Representation of Information
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where PRQ$SJTMU V:W4X�PYX�ZAX�[�T Q�\^] T1, M1) indicates that _a` is a
model primitive (type) of model bc` ; Q�d�eHTMfCZ ZAgMV:T ((O1, T1),
M1) defines that the model object h)` is of model primitive
type _i` in Model bc` ; Q�deJTMfCZ jHZAZAWMX�dlk:Z�T X�m PYQ$SHTMU ((Value1,
Att), (O1, T1), M1) stores the attribute value in najHUok6TH` for at-
tribute pqZAZ for model object h)` in model bc` . This formula
indicates that if two model primitives, _i` and _sr , in mod-
els, bc` and btr , are compatible and that the model objects,h)` and hur , of model primitive (type), _a` and _sr , are fully
equivalent, and that both objects, h)` and hur , have the same
attribute p	ZAZ , then the corresponding attribute values of h)`
and hur , naj�U2kvTJ` and nuj�U2kvTMr , must be the same.7

This consistency rule ensures that the information that
is shared across models is consistently represented in the
relevant models.

(2) Correct Specialisation of Concepts

w _a` x�bc`Jx_sryx�btryx�h)` xlhurLxlz{`�|PRQ$SJTMU V:W4X�PYX�ZAX�[�T Q�\^]2_i`Jx�bc`4}v~PRQ$SJTMU V:W4X�PYX�ZAX�[�T Q�\^]2_sryx�btr }v~_i` � _�r�~Q�d�eHTMfCZ ZAgMV:T�]]�h)` x_a`4}Cxlbc`4}v~Q�d�eHTMfCZ ZAgMV:T�]]�hurLx_�r }Cxlbtr }v~h)` �� hur�~Q�d�eHTMfCZ ZAgMV:T�]]�z{` x%_i`4},x�bc`4}6~� kvd f+QMm�f,T�V>Z,]�z�` x�h)`Jx�bc`M}��<� z�ry| Q�deJTMfCZ ZAgMV:T�]%]�z�ryx_srJ}Cx�btrJ}>~z{` �� z�r�~� kvd f+QMm�f,T�V>Z,]�huryx�z�ryx�btrJ}}
where � k�d f,QMm�f,T�V>Z,]�z^x�h)xlbt} denotes that model concept z
is a specialisation or sub-concept of model concept h in
model b . This formula imposes a consistent definition on
the specialisation of concepts between models, i.e. if two
model primitives, _i` and _sr , in models, bc` and btr , are
compatible and model objects, h)` and hur , in model bc` and

7The same attribute may also be given a different name in differ-
ent models. We simplify this in the formula. Indeed, attributes may
also only be “similar” and not “fully equivalent”, but we restrict our-
self to only “fully equivalent” attributes here.
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btr , are fully equivalent, and that the model objects z{` is the
sub-concept of h)` , then it must not be the case that another
concept z�r is found in model btr which is conceptually fully
equivalent to z{` and is the super-concept of hur .

This rule does not restrict the case when a concept has
been correctly specialised by models in different ways. For
instance, the concept “car” may be specialised in terms of
its building structure in one model; but it may be specialised
in terms of its functions in another model. This should be
allowed, since each model is designed to describe the differ-
ent aspects of the same domain – as long as these models
are consistent with each other when the same concepts are
mentioned. This allows each model to present a “partial”
view of the same domain, but together present a coherent and
more comprehensive view of the domain.

(3) Consistent Application of Dependencies

w _a` x�bc`Jx_sryx�btryx�h)` x � ` |PRQ$SJTMU V:W4X�PYX�ZAX�[�T Q�\^]2_i`Jx�bc`4}v~PRQ$SJTMU V:W4X�PYX�ZAX�[�T Q�\^]2_sryx�btr }v~_i` � _�r�~Q�d�eHTMfCZ ZAgMV:T�]]�h)` x_a`4}Cxlbc`4}v~Q�d�eHTMfCZ ZAgMV:T�]]�hurLx_�r }Cxlbtr }v~h)` �� hur�~Q�d�eHTMfCZ ZAgMV:T�]] � ` x%_i`4},x�bc`4}6~SHT%V6T4m�S � QMm�]�h)`Jx � `Jx�bc`4}�
�<� � ry| Q�deJTMfCZ ZAgMV:T�]%] � ryx_srJ}Cx�btrJ}:~� ` �� � r�~SHT%V6T4m�S � QMm�] � ryx�huryx�btr }%}
where SHT�V:T4m�S � QMm�]�h)x � xlbt} indicates that information that
is represented in model concept h depends upon the “exis-
tence” of information that is represented in model concept

�

in the model b . The above rule states if two model prim-
itives, _i` and _sr , in models, bc` and btr , are compatible
and model objects h)` and hur , in model bc` and btr , are
fully equivalent, and that the information that is represented
in the model objects h)` depends upon information that is de-
scribed in model objects

� ` , then it may not be the case that
another concept

� r is found in model btr which is conceptu-
ally fully equivalent to

� ` , but it depends on the information
that is stored in model concept hur .

The dependency relationship indicated above is generic,
i.e. it may include different types of “dependencies” in dif-
ferent models where each dependency may have different
strength in constraining the corresponding models. We, there-
fore, use the weak inference operator � to include all of these
cases and allow flexibility for model design.

The above rule enforces a consistent business practice that
is described in different models (or indeed different parts of
the same model). Figure 3 gives examples of where depen-
dencies can be derived. Three examples are given: dependen-
cies may be derived from a process model, data model and a
business model, each are captured in the specialised model
primitives. Figure (a) abstracts a structure that is commonly

O1’

(b)

fully-participated in the Relationship 

"existence dependency".

(ER) Data Model

  
must associate with at least one instance

Rel’

D1’

Dependency Link

Every occurrences of entity

D1"

O1"

(c)

Business Model
(BSDM)

Sequence
Process Execution

Process 2

Process Model

Process 1 D1

the availability of model

The generation of model
concept O1 depends upon

(a)

concept D1.

O1

Total Participation

Every instances of entity O1’ is

in D1’. "Total Participation" is also called

Rel’ with D1’, i.e. every instance of O1’

O1" must be associated with
exactly one instance in D1".

Figure 3: Example Dependencies in Different Models

seen in a process model8 where the execution of process r is
preceded by process ` which produces information

� ` that
is used to generate information h)` by process r . Based on
such an architecture, one can derive that model object h)` de-
pends upon model object

� ` , since instances of h)` can not
be created unless instance(s) of

� ` has (have) been created.
Figure (b) shows an example data model. In this case, we

have used the notation from an Entity-Relational data model,
but similar dependency relationships can be found in other
types of data models. In the data model, a special type of re-
lationship, Total Participation, has been used to indicate an
Existence Dependency[6] which gives the constraint that ev-
ery instances of entity h)`�� must be related to at least one
instance of entity

� `�� in the relationship � TMU�� . Figure (c)
specifies a similar dependency relationship that model objecth)`�� � depends on

� `�� � in a dependency link9

These above examples suggest that dependency is a com-
mon property in many different modelling languages and that
it can be extracted and generalised. Given the mapping of
model objects between different models, the consistent appli-
cation of dependencies can be checked across models.

The above consistency rule generalises all types of de-
pendencies that may be described in modelling methods.
Therefore, a weak inference (may be) has been used to
allow modelling flexibility. In fact, there are many different
types of dependencies, each may indicate a different level
of “dependability”. When application-domain-specific
or method-dependent dependencies which have a strong
implication on the described models are identified, the strong
inference operator, � (must be), can be used.

(4) Detecting Incompleteness

w �)`Jx�bc` x��urLx�btryx_i`Jx_qr�xlh)` x�� ` x�huryx	�urL|W$TMUojHZAXAQMm ��
 X V ZAgMV:T�]��)` xlbc`4}v~W$TMUojHZAXAQMm ��
 X V ZAgMV:T�]��urLxlbtr }v~
�)` � �ur�~PRQ$SJTMU V:W4X�PYX�ZAX�[�T Q�\^]2_i`Jx�bc`4}v~PRQ$SJTMU V:W4X�PYX�ZAX�[�T Q�\^]2_sryx�btr }v~

8Example processes are those in the IDEF0[16], IDEF3[15],
RACD[3] models.

9This notation is taken from BSDM’s Business Model[12].
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_i` � _�r�~Q�d�eHTMfCZ ZAgMV:T�]]�h)` x_a`4}Cxlbc`4}v~Q�d�eHTMfCZ ZAgMV:T�]]�hurLx_�r }Cxlbtr }v~h)` �� hur�~Q�d�eHTMfCZ ZAgMV:T�]]�� ` x_a`4}Cxlbc`4}6~Q�d�eHTMfCZ ZAgMV:T�]]��irLx_�r }Cxlbtr }6~
� ` �� �ir�~X�m WMTMU�jJZAXAQMm�]�� `Jx�h)`Jx	� ` xlbc`4}�
X�m WMTMU�jJZAXAQMm�]�� ryx�huryx	�irLxlbtr }
where the predicate X�m W$TMUojHZAXAQMm�]��)`Jx�h)` x�� ` xlbc`4} specifies
that model object h)` is associated with � ` in the relation-
ship type �)` in model bc` . The predicate X�m W$TMUojHZAXAQMm is
generic that it includes any kind of relationships that may be
described between two model objects. This above rule states
that if the relationships, � ` and �ur , are compatible, and that
model primitives _i` and _sr are compatible, and that model
object h)` is fully equivalent to model object hur , and that
model object � ` is fully equivalent to model object �ir , and
that model object h)` is associated with model object � ` in
the relationship type �)` in model bc` , then it may be the case
that model object hur is associated with model object �ir in
the relationship type �ur in model btr .

Based on the appropriate mapping of relationships and
model primitives between two models, this rule suggests
a relationship, � r , in the second model btr based on
observations made on the first model. Since the predicateX�m WMTMU�jJZAXAQMm includes any relationships which makes the
above rule quite generic, a weak inference, � (may be),
is therefore used. The rule is an example of what can be
done to detect and suggest missing information in a model
which contributes to the completeness analysis as a part of
the consistency checking process. Similar principles can be
applied to infer more specific types of information and more
specific results may be concluded from that.

(5) Inferring Missing Information

w _a` x�bc`Jx_sryx�btryx�h)` xlhurLx�p	ZAZCx�n	jHUok6TH`Jx�n j�U2kvT$rL|PRQ$SJTMU V:W4X�PYX�ZAX�[�T Q�\^]2_i`Jx�bc`4}v~PRQ$SJTMU V:W4X�PYX�ZAX�[�T Q�\^]2_sryx�btr }v~]2_a` � _srJ}6~Q�d�eHTMfCZ ZAgMV:T�]]�h)` x_a`4}Cxlbc`4}v~Q�d�eHTMfCZ ZAgMV:T�]]�hurLx_�r }Cxlbtr }v~]�h)` �� hur } ~Q�d�eHTMfCZ jHZAZAW4X�dlk6Z�T X�m PRQ$SJTMU%]]�naj�U2kvTJx�p	ZAZ},x�]�h)`Jx_i`M}Cxlbc`4}�
Q�d�eHTMfCZ jHZAZAW4X�dlk6Z�T X�m PRQ$SJTMU%]]�naj�U2kvTJx�p	ZAZ},x�]�huryx_srJ}Cxlbtr }

This formula is a weaker version of the consistency
rule (1): Consistent Representation of Information, hence a
weaker enforcement symbol has been used here, � . It in-
dicates that if two model primitives, _i` and _�r , in mod-
els, bc` and btr , are compatible and that the model objects,h)` and hur , of model primitive (type), _a` and _sr , are fully
equivalent, and that object h)` has an attribute p	ZAZ with valuenij�Uok6T , then object hur in model btr may also have the at-

tribute p	ZAZ with the value nij�U2kvT .10

This rule suggests that the information that is described in
one model may also be usefully described in another model.
However, since each model is meant to serve different aims,
it is not necessary that all of the information of a concept
is stored in all models even though this concept is captured
in all models. This avoids flooding a model with excessive
information. Because of this consideration, a weak inference
symbol, � , has been used in this rule.

(6) Transitivity of Full Equivalence

�y����
A�	�4
�7�4
�	�$
A�{�$
����
�� � 
� � 
� � &
')(+* #,� -�.+/ ' /0��/21�# (4365 �	�4
�7�,8:9
')(+* #,� -�.+/ ' /0��/21�# (4365 ����
���48:9
5 �	�<;=���48>9
(+?A@ #CB%� ��D+-�# 5A5 ����
��	�,8%
�7�,8>9
(+?A@ #CB%� ��D+-�# 5A5 �	�$
����48%
���48>9
5 ��� EG=�	�48:9
')(+* #,� -�.+/ ' /0��/21�# (4365 ����
���48:9
')(+* #,� -�.+/ ' /0��/21�# (4365 � � 
� � 8:95 ���F;=� � 8>9
(+?A@ #CB%� ��D+-�# 5A5 �	�$
����48%
���48>9
(+?A@ #CB%� ��D+-�# 5A5 � � 
�� � 8%
� � 8>9�	� EG=� � 9
O��� EG=� �

This rule states that if model primitive _a` (in model bc` ) is
compatible with model primitive _sr (in model btr ), and that
model object h)` is fully equivalent to model object hur , and
that model primitive _sr is compatible with model primitive_�� , and that model object hur is fully equivalent to model
object h�� , then model object h)` must be fully equivalent
to model object h�� . This is the transitivity between two
fully Equivalent concepts (note that the compatibility between
model primitives are not transitive). The Transitivity of Full
Equivalence allows knowledge that is common and sharable
among different models to be transfered and communicated
between models. It also provides a basis for (automatic and
semi-automatic) support for obtaining and maintaining con-
sistency between models.

All of the above rules are generic and can be used to check
any two model concepts that are captured in any two models,
as long as the relationships described in the rules above are
applicable in the models. We propose a systematic and in-
cremental way of deploying the above rules using a Domain-
Model (DM) as a mapping medium. The Global Consistency
can be reached among all models by exhaustively determin-
ing Pair-wise Consistency between all models assuming that
Local Consistency has been reached within each model. This
is the three-tier framework which uses incremental efforts
to allow models (each described in different modelling lan-
guages) to be gradually added to the “consistent set of mod-

10Again, the same attribute may also be given a different name in
different models. We simplify this in the formula. Indeed, attributes
may also only be “similar” and not “fully equivalent”, but we leave
this discussion for future work.
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els” to achieve the Global Consistency. This framework is
described in detail in [3].

The process of achieving Global Consistency is an iterative
one. It sometimes requires a revisit of the model design phase
as (new) information has been discovered and added to the
model. Since every model needs to maintain consistency with
every other model, in the worst scenario, the checking and up-
dating activities may continue infinitely and become compu-
tationally intractable (even to achieve the local consistency of
a model may not necessarily be computed in general). How-
ever, in our experience so far, such occasions rarely occur
if the modelling languages have been chosen to be compati-
ble with each other and the models have been carefully built.
Typically, when an update does trigger a few other updates it
does not trigger an infinite loop.

4 Discussion
We found that Multi-Perspective Modelling was a suitable ap-
proach to illustrate the essence of the domain of Air Opera-
tions, since it is able to capture the different aspects of the
domain and allows the presentation and analysis of concerned
model concepts that was required for the project.

An important MPM issue is to maintain the consistency and
coherence among models. Since Domain-Model functions as
a light-weight ontology, common knowledge between models
can be captured and automatic error checking assistances can
be provided through it. We presented a small set of funda-
mental consistency rules based on the provision of Domain-
Model. They are, by no means, a comprehensive list, but pro-
vide a starting point for future work. In fact, the MPM activ-
ity still remains largely a labour-intensive task and automatic
support for model building activities at the semantic level is
much needed.

Although MPM is an excellent way to allow one to sim-
plify a complex domain by allowing the modeller and reader
to focus on only the concerned issues without overburden
themselves with other irrelevant details. However, the task
of understanding or analysing a full set of enterprise models,
in which each model is a “simplified view” of the domain,
is still fairly complicated. Support tools which provide clear
illustration of the semantics and implications of the models
are much needed to help understand and quality-prove these
models.

5 Conclusion
The Multi-Perspective Modelling approach has been adapted
to describe a complex domain, Air Operation. We found this
approach suitable and often necessary when such a compli-
cated domain must be captured and understood. Although
the MPM approach is valuable in describing and prescribing
the context and operations of an organisation, one important
issue is to ensure the quality of the built models is high. We
propose a framework which makes use of a light-weight on-
tology, a Domain-Model, as the underlying concept sharing
mechanism to allow knowledge sharing, and obtaining and
maintaining consistency across models which are described
in different modelling languages. This work illustrates how

formal methods may provide a foundation to support a frame-
work that is independent of modelling language and applica-
tion domain knowledge. As a result, it enhances the process
of model quality-assurance.
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